INSTRUCTIONS FOR "ADA" (1944)

From: MOSCOW
To: MEXICO CITY
No: 283 10 May 44

(1) Repeat "MATHO's"[i] data. At the same time indicate when, [5 groups unrecovered].

(2) Point out to "ADA"[ii] from us [4 groups unrecovered]. Tell her that we require our orders to be carried out without any discussion. Explain to her that she receives instructions and tasks only from you and carries them out at your request.

(3) For the second time of asking demand of ADA that she should carry out our task regarding the obtaining of documents for "PATRIOT(PATRIO)[iii] through "[a]

[68 groups unrecoverable][iv]

of "ADA" learnt of her whereabouts

(7) Briefly advise what "ADA" is doing.

No. 1963 VIKTOR[lv]

Distribution
Notes:  
[a] The first digit of the encodement of this cover-name is known and indicates that it began with the letter O or P.
[b] The last digit of the group preceding "ADA" is known and is compatible with its being the group for "sister".

Comments:  
[i] MATEO: Unidentified cover-name.
[ii] ADA: Probably Kitty HARRIS.
[iii] PATRIOT: Unidentified cover-name.